
Iulius RL Ltd Constanța, Romania, is a privately held company
established in 1994, having as main activities both supply, naval
engineering services, research and development in the maritime
spectrum and the whole range of underwater works related to ships and
marine, industrial installations. and port. During 27 years of experience,
he also developed the branch of research and promotion of green energy
produced in the Black Sea area. The research performances generated
two patents, which implemented will have a major impact, both
economically and ecologically by using Hydrogen as a green fuel.
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In the activity of 27 years we have carried out the following works, with investments in technology and
state-of-the-art equipment:
• Shipbuilding and repair in collaboration with DMHI Mangalia (15 years)

• Sea and river transport with own and chartered vessels
• Underwater works on ships and port marine installations

• Underwater technical inspections on ships under the Lloyd Register and the Romanian Naval
Authority

• NDT underwater inspections on ships, on marine and on port facilities

• Research in the naval field, many patented as inventions
• In-depth research on hydrogen production through classical and new technology production in the
Black Sea Romanian coast.

• Researching the potential and feasibility, implementing non-polluting technologies to reduce carbon
emissions by using hydrogen as a fuel in shipping and transporting the necessary terminals.
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Within the developed program "HYDROGEN X" we aim to achieve the following:
- Hydrogen production on complex ships providing production, transport, treatment and storage. We
have thus created the premises for a Romanian invention, sustainable and which can be
implemented very quickly, with optimal costs: hydrogen-producing ships!

- The use of complex transport and operation ships whose propulsion and operation is performed with
green fuels.



• Within the program 
developed "HYDROGEN X" 
in the near future we will 
launch the optimal 
structure of a floating 
hydrogen production 
complex positioned in the 
exclusive economic zone of 
Romania
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